The Reiki Center
www.myreikicenter.com

e-mail: greikimaster@aol.com

58 May Avenue Westbury 11590

Tel. 516-333-7404

Gift Certificates
Do you have friends or a family member who’ss stressed out or over worked?
Maybe a special someone who is deserving of a little extra attention for
themselves.
May we suggest a Gift Certificate
for a
Reiki Session.
With this generous gift you can help that special someone restore balance
and peace, particularly at this busy, stressful time of the year. Your gift
certificate is handsomely presented in its own holiday envelope ready to be
placed under the tree or given to that special friend or family member.
Certificates are $65 each
Purchase a set of 4 for $235 and save $25
or
Buy 8 for $480 and save $40
Checks

MasterCard

Visa

Paypal

Accepted
Order early to insure that your gift certificate arrives before the holiday’s.

Gift Certificates can also be purchased for any of our

Classes, W orkshops, or Products
in Denomination’s from $10 and up.
Choose from such popular programs and products as

Workshops and Classes
All Reiki Workshops from Beginner to Master/Teacher
Ascentia Energy Healing
Magnified Healing
Arcturian Energy Workshop
Working with the 7 Chakra 's
Psychic Development Workshop
Meditation and Channeling Classes

Products on CD - Meditation - $12 per CD
The Art of Guided Imagery Through Meditation - Meditation
CD. Three Professionally Recorded Energetically Enhanced
Meditations - the titles are Balancing the Chakras, Self
Acceptance, Connecting With Your Higher Self all backed up by
soft music. Approximately 68 minutes

The Power of Affirmations - In the Introduction to this Disc,you
will learn how and why affirmations work. After which you will be
guided through a specific meditation supported by soft, peaceful
music, to assist you into a space of deep relaxation.
In this restful state you will hear simple yet, powerful statements
to help you become more self assured and accepting of yourself.

Imagine the Possibilities - Meditation CD - includes 3 separate
meditations to enhance imagination and creativity. The track
titles are Expanding Imagination, Enhancing Creativity and
Inspiration approx. 1 hour in length

Channeling CD's - $12 per CD
Accepting Yourself - This is one of the most positive and uplifting
CD’s I’ve ever recorded. Channeled from the Ascended Masters the material contained within will help you to see yourself in a new
and empowered way - helping you to accept that you truly matter
and are an important partner in creation of the new reality of
awakening awareness that we are all co-creating.

And The Truth Shall Set You Free - Channeling. This CD
incorporates the heightened energies of awakening and features
channeling form the I Am That I Am, Mother Mary and Quan Yin
and the uniquely expanded frequencies embedded in their
messages.
If you are open to it, this disc can help you to gain a deeper
understanding of who you are - freed from the thoughts and fears
of the past. "Come now and allow yourself to be uplifted by the
soothing words of Loving Acceptance."

The Nature of Fear - Group Discussion on whether there truly will
be a struggle between good and evil as prophesied by religion and
the bible or is it all just a metaphor for the for the battle between
Ego and the Higher Self. I bet you know what side I come in on

Introduction to Reiki - This is an excellent CD for those who have
wanted to learn about Reiki and its benefits. It contains specific
information on what Reiki is and how it works, as well as real
stories from clients and students about how Reiki has helped them
op let go of fears, hurts and physical ailments. You will be
entranced by their stories and excited by the possibilities of whta
Reiki can do for you!

The Coming Ascension of 2012 - Group Discussion - Its long
been prophesied by the Major Religions and Cultures around the
World that we are at the End Times of History. But what’s coming?
Is it the end of all we know or is it the beginning of a grand new
adventure?
In this CD, Gary will discuss some of the various theories and
possibilities of what is to come.

The Higher Self Handbook Companion - This disc presents a
lecture I gave on “The Higher Self Handbook” at the New Life Expo
in 2005. In that presentation, I spoke about the concepts and ideas
contained in the book and lead the audience through some of the
exercises. This CD is full of insights and tools to help you become
more fully who you are.

Books
The Higher Self Handbook of Tools for Transformation - 59 Ways to Create a New
You! - $15 plus shipping
Included are tools for:
Releasing stress and promoting deeper more restful sleep
Experiencing unconditional love
Letting go of the pain from lost relationships
Building a true partnership with your higher self
Breathing exercises designed to promote inner peace
A simple way to release guilt that is highly effective...
And much more!

Gentle Thoughts to Uplift your Heart and Nourish your Soul - $10
Written in a flowing manner that connects through the heart and speaks to our soul
"Gentle Thoughts to Uplift your Heart and Nourish your Soul" is a collection of
inspirational thoughts that will help you to feel uplifted and empowered.
Here is a sample of the uplifting thoughts you will find inside:
To awaken to a possibility that is Beyond any you can
Imagine, this is the Thought that Inspires all Creation.
Forgiveness of yourself is the best Medicine to ease the Hurt,
Pain and Fear of a Guilty Heart.
There is Nothing in Life more Precious than the Life itself.
Honor that Life by Living each Day to its Fullest.
"For each of us there is a tim e of awakening - of recognizing that there's m ore to our
experience than following the path of habit and repetition that have becom e our daily lives. It's
m y wish that this book help you to step from that path and em brace the beauty, grandeur and
wonder that is you".

Gary Spolansky

My Reiki and Meditation Journal - $10
Perfect for Journaling your Meditation
Experiences, Dreams, Poems, etc. The cover is purple with a
stamped
Gold Foil Sanskrit Om.

Relaxation DVD - $15
Gentle Thoughts for Inspiration and Relaxation - is a magical trip through the many
faces and beauty of nature. From flowing streams to dramatic
sunsets - the simple grace of a blooming flower to intense fall
foliage - placid lakes to butterflies and exotic animals.
The images in this DVD will astound and delight you. Each image
has an uplifting inspirational saying and the entire presentation is
backed up by a soft, peaceful, instrumental soundtrack that adds to
relaxation - enhancing your viewing pleasure. Use this DVD to
relax, meditate or as a calming presence in your home, office or
waiting room. All who see it will be happily transformed into a space
of peace.

Shipping Costs
1 product = $1.50
2 products = $2.75
3 products = $3.50
4 products or more = $4.50

Gift Certificates can also be purchased for any of our Classes,

Workshops, or Products in any Denomination from $10 and up.
Checks

MasterCard Visa
Accepted

Paypal

Order early to insure that your gift certificate’s
arrive before the holiday’s.

